


A small sauna that’s big at heart, Cala offers the 
benefits and enjoyment of a sauna in spaces of all 
sizes.

Our Cala model is created to fit into small spaces 
without losing out on aesthetics or comfort, with a 
wax finish that offers extra protection for the wood.

The Cala sauna is made from thermally modified 
aspen, which offers exceptional build quality 
alongside an attractive look.

This small sauna is quick to assemble and can 
be installed in practically any space. And with its 
straightforward electrical setup, simple controls 
and low energy demands, it’s easy to use and 
cheap to run.

KEY FEATURES
• Cosy and pleasant feel and look thanks to quality  

and colour of thermo-aspen
• Small dimensions, easy fit to smaller (bath)rooms
• Easy-to-install DIY-sauna: ca 4-6 h with two persons
• Heater power selection between 3,5 or 4,5 kW
• Lighting with IR sensor switch
• Wooden details pre-treated with sauna wax
• Premium door with metal-wood handle
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Cala wood
* Also available 150x150

Cala glass



KEY FEATURES
• Cosy and pleasant feel and look thanks to quality and colour of thermo-aspen
• Small dimensions, easy fit to smaller (bath)rooms
• Beautiful and comfortable wavy bench
• Easy-to-install DIY-sauna: ca 4-6 h with two persons
• Heater power selection between 3,5 or 4,5 kW
• Lighting with IR sensor switch
• Wooden details pre-treated with sauna wax

• Premium door with metal-wood handle

 

With its ergonomic design and special features,  
the Baia sauna is particularly attractive thanks to 
its curved seating.

Wavy benches can usually  only be found in larger 
saunas, but we wanted to offer this luxury touch 
for a sauna that can fit into smaller spaces.

Baia offers an unbeatable price-to-quality ratio – 
alongside its energy efficiency and quality 
construction, this makes it the best option for a 
low-cost, aesthetically pleasing, and ergonomic 
compact sauna.

As well as being comfortable, Baia looks incredible, 
with features that really make it stand out from the 
crowd. Welcome to a luxurious new era for small 
saunas!

Baia



There’s something quiet, almost unspoken, about being There’s something quiet, almost unspoken, about being 
Nordic. Tough winters see nature come to a standstill… only  Nordic. Tough winters see nature come to a standstill… only  
to be reawakened by the powers of spring.to be reawakened by the powers of spring.

When woods and rivers patiently hibernate until they return When woods and rivers patiently hibernate until they return 
to full life with the first rays of sun. When aspen and alder to full life with the first rays of sun. When aspen and alder 
trees grow tall and beautiful to be reborn into pieces of fine trees grow tall and beautiful to be reborn into pieces of fine 
woodwork. When after a long day you enter a sauna feeling woodwork. When after a long day you enter a sauna feeling 
the need to peacefully unwind and free your mind.the need to peacefully unwind and free your mind.

At Auroom, we aim to be the true ambassadors of the Nordic At Auroom, we aim to be the true ambassadors of the Nordic 
sauna and wellness culture, who passionately and relentlessly sauna and wellness culture, who passionately and relentlessly 
spread it around the world.spread it around the world.

We create our saunas to bring you wellness. We have a long-We create our saunas to bring you wellness. We have a long-
standing passion for wood and master pure, clean, modern standing passion for wood and master pure, clean, modern 
design, perfected to the last detail. Our saunas are tailored design, perfected to the last detail. Our saunas are tailored 
to meet your wishes and desires, and powered by our to meet your wishes and desires, and powered by our 
dedication and craftsmanship.dedication and craftsmanship.

Our sauna traditions, which stretch over centuries, have been Our sauna traditions, which stretch over centuries, have been 
given a modern shape to fit into today’s world and make your given a modern shape to fit into today’s world and make your 
days more enjoyable both aesthetically and physically.days more enjoyable both aesthetically and physically.

We invite you to experience that first-hand.  We invite you to experience that first-hand.  
Feel refreshed, feel reborn.Feel refreshed, feel reborn.


